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PART XXI
Today is the Sonʼs day so let us celebrate this wonderful day when we are still
enjoying time on this gloriously beautiful planet, so full of wonder and charm; of rising
mountains and lowering seas. Some of us have seen a lot of this place and some of us
have seen not so much; perhaps a couple of acres tucked away in a dark jungle far away.
Some of us take great pleasure in expanding our parameters and reaching for the stars,
others not so much and are content to read and contemplate but one book. ʻBeware of
people who read only one book.ʼ Homo unius libri is an observation first jotted down
apparently by Thomas Aquinas. Indeed, how can one possibly fathom what is what by
only reading one book? It would be like saying, ʻI have seen the world,ʼ when you have
never left your cave. In spite of the fact that the sun shines through the windows of
thousands of libraries around the planet; libraries filled with marvelous tomes, and yet there
are people who only read one book; the Bible, the Upanishads, Book of the Dead, the
Koran, etc. There are other books thusly regarded by those who prefer to remain ignorant.
For me, reading has been a habit since I was a child and discovered books; glorious
books in my parentʼs library and theyfed that habit. Indeed, two of the best presents they
gave me was a fabulous Parker fountain pen and a big, fat dictionary. Now, I do not need
the dictionary quite so often anymore, in fact, I rarely have to consult them; I have about a
half dozen of the things lying about in my office. My favorite is the huge Oxford edition.
When I read, I have a pen in hand and mark up the book I am working in. I do not read a lot
of fiction, since I write my own fabulous fictions which entertain me much better than most
other fictions out there, just as I now listen to my own music, having 27 CDs worth of original
content to listen to, including 15 symphonies up to 73 minutes in length! I read non fiction
mostly, although Ken Follett has kept me reading in his books, but, he is an exceptional
writer and writes things like, Pillars of the Earth. My own books are thick like his major
novels. Indeed, my book, Hanzel Sventska is the largest book ever published by my
house with over 62,000 authors on contract! A Faustian fiction in which a pirate sells his soul
to the Devil.
Speaking of selling your soul to the Devil, let us return to the Koran and see what
Allah is up to in the Penguin edition. He is quite the teller of tales, which I tend to think of as
fiction, mostly. Good, horror fiction. ʻThus We recount to you the history of past events. A
Scripture of Our own We have given you: those that reject it shall bear a heavy burden on
the Day of Resurrection. They shall hear it for ever: an evil burden on the Day of
Resurrection, the day when the Trumpet shall be sounded.ʼ Page 226.
ʻExalted be Allah, the True King!ʼ Page 227. The one and only. Hence, the other
kings are false kings? Does that include the Saudi kings? What about the other
Arabic kings?
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Before we move on to the next chapter, I just want to remind you, in case you have
forgotten: ʻ...the punishment of the life to come is more terrible and more lasting.ʼ ʻDo they
not see how many generations We have destroyed before them?ʼ ʻHad your Lord not
already fixed their term and deferred their punishment, their destruction in this life would have
been certain.ʼ Page 228. Allah reminds you often. Never forget, the punishment!
Who are those people who need to be punished and destroyed? YOU! the one
who does not believe in the teachings of Mohammed.
However, how can you deny them? They are there for you to read in the Koran
which says there is no excuse for you not knowing about them. You can believe in them,
but you do not have to necessarily practice what it preaches. What I mean is, you can
believe that the Koran exists, because it does. The words written therein are real and the
ideas expressed are real, in the sense that you can make sense of the words. Now, the
question is, do the words describe a real phenomenon, or a fictitious one, that is the
question you have to ask. Is the Paradise described by Gabriel to Mohammed what
Paradise actually is like? Did the Archangel Gabriel in fact talk with Mohammed? We only
have his word to go by and you must admit, the Koran is a literary book, well written, albeit
very repetitious, but it is not the work of an illiterate peasant, which it is claimed that
Mohammed was, basically. So, there is this conundrum, somewhat similar to that
surrounding Joseph Smith and the founding of the Mormon Church. Devout Mormons tend
to only regard the Book of Mormon and the Bible to be the two books worthy of
consideration, most everything else is just an abomination; which, when you consider the
trash which constitutes popular literature; pornographic filth such as, Fifty Shades of Grey; a
book which I discovered in a friendʼs office and opened at random. I read three sentences
and blushed, closing the book I remarked how disgusting it was and how poorly written
were those collections of words. She had read that literature with some relish. Alas, there
are a lot of people who tune into very low brow literary vibrations and hence their minds are
generally filled with mush; ʻidle conversationʼ which is one area I agree with Allah. He
abhors it also. Iʼve never been one for politically correct polite conversation about fluff,
nonsense, and sophistry. Unfortunately we live amongst a lot of very ignorant people who
are proud of their stupidity and relish watching very stupid people in sit coms and talk
shows on the Tell Lie Vision. They laugh uproariously at the antics of morons. However,
do not give up on all of them. Some can be woken up and one way to do it is to make
copies of Down the Rabbit Hole and get them thinking about the dangerous MUSLIM
INVASION. Get them to discuss what is coming down unless enough of us stop this horror
coming at us thanks to the machinations of the Jewish entity, we are in big trouble.
Islam and how it is practiced in Islamic countries is a bit of a puzzle. On the one hand,
Islam is very much against idolatry. Indeed, the depictions of gods, ancient histories, and
so forth are not very much appreciated by Muslims, to wit the recent destruction of ancient
artifacts in Aleppo by ISIS extremists. I am presently very uncomfortable because of the
vulnerability of the national art museums of Europe because so many very retarded Muslim
chimp hybrids have been let loose there and indeed, one has already tried to attack the
Louvre. It was one of those creatures from sub Sahara Africa with likely an IQ of 45. Creatures like that,
totally indoctrinated in the Koran, take things to extreme, which is not the impression I get from all Muslims.
Albeit the Koran admonishes the death of unbelievers, not all Muslim people desire that end; likely remaining hopeful
that the unbelievers will eventually become believers. When you look at videos of modern day Tehran, for example,
there are movie theatres; indeed there is art and a modern people living in a very modern, western looking city. So,
do some research and ask a few Muslims if they want to see you tortured and killed for being an unbeliever.
YOU CAN FIND MY BOOKS ON: AMAZON.CA + BARNES & NOBLE.
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To be continued tomorrow.............

